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Shri Santosh Kumar Gangwar chairs the Meeting of Industrial Tripartite Committee on
Plantation Industry on proposed amendment in Plantation Labour Act, 1951
Second Tripartite meeting to discuss the Plantations Labour (Amendment) Bill, 2017 was held at
Ooty, Tamilnadu on 11.10.2017.
Min of Labour 11.10.2017
Read
South Asia sluggish on CSR: ILO study
There is a sharp discrepancy between the allocated CSR funds and actual spending by
multinational enterprises on labour, employment-oriented initiatives in South Asia, says ILO
report.
Read
Techies to face tough time: IT companies set to sack more staff soon
The Indian IT industry, which employs around 4 million people, is likely to witness another
round of lay-offs in the next 6-12 months, with people in the senior slab likely to be affected the
most, according to an Experis IT Employment Outlook Survey.
Read
September inflation seen at 6-month high on GST, public sector pay rise: poll
Retail inflation is likely to edge up in September, driven by higher salaries of government
employees as well as the impact of GST, says Reuters poll.
Read
Gujarat apparel policy focusses on job creation
In poll mode, the BJP-led Gujarat government on Wednesday made two important
announcements to encourage investments in the small businesses aimed at employment
generation.
Read
Scourge of unemployment and unemployability haunts Indian youth
The fifth Annual Employment-Unemployment Survey, 2015-16, shows that with rising
education levels, the unemployment rate has also gone up in the age group of 18-29 years. Read
India to send 3 lakh youth to Japan for on-job training
India will send three lakh youth to Japan for on-job training for 3-5 years as part of the
government's skill development programme, Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said.
Read
Treat people as if they were what they ought to be, and you will help them become what they are
capable of becoming.
Plans to protect air and water, wilderness and wildlife are in fact plans to protect man
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